Overseas Social Service Opportunities – 2017

EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

We are very excited to be sourcing and offering overseas social service opportunities to our 2017 Year 9 students in order to continue to encourage their global intellectual and emotional growth within a supervised and supportive peer environment.

At this stage we are merely seeking interest as to preferences of trips your child/children may be interested in for their overseas social service opportunity in 2017. Your selections on this form do not commit you to those choices.

The approximate dates of the overseas opportunity will fall around the same time period as the Oxley College OLE! Week – that is, overseas trips will typically depart during the latter part of the Term 3, 2017 holidays and return during Week 1 of Term 4, 2017.

We appreciate that it is important to have an idea of the financial commitment associated with any travel considerations. Below are listed approximate costs for each trip (which includes accommodation, meals and flights) for your information:

Nepal: ~$5,000
Botswana: ~$5,000
Fiji: ~$2,000

We greatly look forward to receiving your responses.

** PLEASE RETURN TO 7 – 12 STUDENT SERVICES BY FRIDAY 5 AUGUST 2016 **

-- OVERSEAS SOCIAL SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES, 2017 --

I am interested in my son/daughter attending an Overseas Social Service opportunity.

Student Details

Surname: ____________________________

First Name: _________________________ Tutor Group: ____________ Year: _______ (2017)

My order of preference for the international trips (Botswana, Fiji, Nepal) is:

1) ____________________________

2) ____________________________

3) ____________________________

Parent/Guardian Signature: ____________________________ Date: ____________________